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Distributional Outcomes 

►Empirically, the literature on international 
cooperation has focused primarily on 
explaining why nations cooperate 

►Less attention paid to the distributive 
outcomes of negotiations

 Exception would be the bargaining literature

 Little empirical work



Research Challenges

►Two difficulties faced by researchers on 
international cooperation

 In most cases we can indentify instances of 
cooperation, but it is often hard to identify instances of 
non-cooperation

 Difficult to measure distributive outcomes precisely

►Distributional outcomes are important

 They can have both economic and political 
consequences for the nations involved



The Case of Maritime Boundaries

►How do nations distribute contested areas through 
bilateral negotiations? 

►Two choices framed by the Law of the Sea and the 
International Court of Justice: 

 Equal distribution

 Equitable distribution

►Bilaterally, countries are unlikely to sign agreements they think 
are unfair

►Unfair agreements are not self-enforcing



Maritime Boundaries

►There are 368 maritime boundaries in the 
world

►Of which about 230 have been settled

 The last one is the boundary between Russia 
and Northern Norway

►Finally solved a conflict that began 30 years ago



Why Maritime Boundaries Matter

►Boundaries assign property rights to oceans
 Determines access to resources 

►However, we still see settling of maritime boundaries in the 
absence of resources

►Boundaries can also be thought of as being an 
international institution that has inherent benefits 
to states
 States with settled boundaries trade more, which 

directly impacts their levels of economic growth 
(Simmons 2006) 



Two Caveats

►Drawing ocean boundaries fundamentally 
differs from drawing land boundaries

 Boundary never visible

►In addition, who drew land vs. ocean 
boundaries different

 Most drawn after the mid-1960s

 Colonies vs. independent countries



Timeline of Settled Boundaries



Role of the Law of the Sea

► Law of the Sea (LOS) provides a framework for 
the negotiations. Does not tell states how to solve 
their conflicts

► LOS defines a limit on state behavior until a 
maritime boundary is settled. 

 States cannot “extend its territorial sea beyond the 
median line every point of which is equidistant from the 
nearest points on the baselines from which the breadth 
of the territorial seas of each of the two States is 
measured” (Article 15).



Role of the International 
Court of Justice

►Two cases initiated by West Germany decided in 
1969 are foundational

 West Germany and Denmark
 West Germany and the Netherlands

►The ICJ decided in favor of Germany 
 Equidistance (median line) vs. equitable distribution

 Court ruled that the median line was not always fair and 
states should seek equity



Subsequent ICJ Ruling

► Court has not defined equity but two principles seem to 
have emerged (Yoshifumi 2001) 

 Concept of proportionality 
► Ration of continental shelves between each state

 Length and shape of coastline 

► But no objective criterion of how to define the relevant 
areas to be included (Tanaka 2001) 

► Court has rejected using economic factors (e.g. fisheries) 
in defining equity (Kwiatkowska 2001)

► The key issue is though that more than 95% of maritime 
boundaries are settled through bilateral negotiations



Two Key Assumptions

►Countries begin their negotiations with the 
equidistance as a baseline or starting point 
for their negotiations

 The final solution thus reflects either 
equidistance or deviation from the equidistant 
line

►The settled boundary is considered 
equitable by both parties



Variations in Outcomes

►More than 90% of the 227 settled  maritime 
boundaries have been settled through bilateral 
negotiations

► The ICJ has decided 11 cases
► Nine boundaries have been decided using a third party arbitrator

► In settling these 227 maritime boundaries, there is 
a great deal of variation in how states divide the 
contested area through bilateral negotiations.  



The 1996 Latvian-
Estonian Agreement
Estonia got 25.52% 

Latvia got approximately 74.48% 

Prompted by a fisheries dispute in 1994 –
signed two years later

Competing Claims: 
Estonia wanted equidistant line
Latvia wanted to use a pre-WWII line
Neither country got their way

1995 Estonia Latvia

GDP per Capita 2858.17 2364.05

Total fishing in tons 

(from FAO) 132,576 149,194

COW National 

Material Capability 

Data 0.00026 0.000378

Combined Polity 

Score (Polity IV) 6 8

Signed LOS No No

Shape of Coastline
Convex Concave

Presence of Islands
Yes No

Oil, Gas, Minerals
No No



More Examples
Segment (A - B) Country A Country B

Canada - France (St. Pierre and 

Miquelon)
91.21 8.79

China - Vietnam 92.37 7.63

Colombia - Ecuador 99.32 0.68

Dominica - France 74.39 25.61

Estonia - Latvia 25.52 74.48

Finland - Sweden 48.90 51.10

Japan - South Korea 61.01 38.99

Mozambique - Tanzania 100.00 0.00

Norway - Russia 92.68 7.32

North Korea - Russia 100.00 0.00

Senegal - Gabon 100.00 0.00

United States - Mexico 97.11 2.89



Examples of Other 
Maritime Boundaries

A: South Korea – Japan (1974)

B: Norway – Russia (2010)

C: North Korea – Russia (1985)

D: United States – Mexico (1970, 
1978, 2000)



Preliminary Summary of Agreements
Contents of 
Agreements

Count (N-226) Percentage of all 
Agreements

Equidistance as a 
guiding principle to 
division

125 55.31

Agreement mentions 
fisheries

36 15.93

Agreement mentions 
oil and gas

60 26.55

Agreement mentions 
other resources

79 34.96

Agreement mentions 
environmental issues

58 25.66

Agreement mentions 
further cooperation

126 55.75

Agreement mentions 
dispute resolution 
procedures

112 49.56



Maritime Boundaries 


